Abstract-
I. INTRODUCTION
peech recognition applications could be subdivided into two broad classes: the applications using large vocabulary continuous speech recognition and applications using the recognition of voice commands from a predefined set of voice commands. It may seem that the first type of applications has the wider area of possible applications. But it is more complicated task to ensure the necessary recognition accuracy when using large vocabulary continuous speech recognition. At the same time there are a lot of potential applications when high accuracy of voice commands from a predefined set of allowable voice commands (may be even very big set of voice commands) is enough to achieve users satisfaction. The area of similar applications is big and such applications could be developed more rapidly than applications based on continuous speech recognition. The areas of voice commands based applications could be transport, logistic, medical and other information systems, various personal assistants, etc. It should be noted that for widely used languages (English, Spanish, German, etc.) voice recognition based applications became everyday reality and could be found in a various situations and areas. Among the well known examples we can mention set of tools distributed by Google or Nuance.
The development of large vocabulary speech recognition systems requires enormous resources: both material and human resources. It is difficult to find such resources in the countries where relatively not widely spoken languages are used as a primary mean of communication. This could be illustrated by the fact, that companies such as Microsoft, Apple, Nuance aren't particularly interested in developing Lithuanian speech recognition systems, because Lithuanian language is not so widely used as some others and don't have significant market potential. Among the possible solutions for the problem might be to try to create own speech recognition engine, or to adapt the ones created for other languages. The proprietary recognizer has bigger potential and is more flexible solution, but this is also the more costly solution. At the same time it has been shown that proper adaptation of existing foreign language acoustic models could speed up the development of recognizer and lead to the acceptable recognition level in that language [1] - [4] , [6] , [7] . Some previous studies have shown that speech recognition systems of languages such as English, Spanish or Russian can be quite well adapted for Lithuanian speech recognition [1] , [3] , [4] . However, the recognition results are not always as good as necessary and depend on many factors. So, it is natural to try to create hybrid systems, which are based on combination of different speech recognition systems and consequently try to achieve better recognition accuracy. The essence of hybrid recognition is a parallel use of several different recognizers with the hope, that at least one of the recognizers will give the correct result and it will be possible to detect the correct answer [4] . Hybrid approach is one of the ways to achieve higher recognition accuracy in speech recognition systems. This implies combination of hypotheses provided by different recognition engines in order to get higher recognition accuracy.
The idea of creating hybrid speech recognizer and adapting other languages acoustic models is not new. These kinds of researches are especially important for all under resourced languages. There were successful attempts to estimate acoustic models for new target language using speech data from varied source languages, but only limited data from the target language [10] . Also, Google researchers show very promising results in transformation of English to other languages such as Lithuanian, French and so on. What is more, researchers are experimenting with different acoustic models adaptation methods in order to maximize the recognition performance with small amount of non-native data available [11] . Statistical algorithms for combining different acoustic models are used quite often and produces promising results [1] , [3] , [4] , [6] , [11] , [12] . These researches shows, that in many cases it is possible to achieve high enough recognition accuracy by using hybrid systems with adapted acoustic models.
The paper presents our activities to adapt several foreign Further paper is organized as follows. In Chapters I and III we are presenting method and tools used for adaptation of foreign language recognizers. In Chapter IV there is presented prototype system used in experimental evaluation experiments. Chapter V briefly summarizes the speech corpus used in recognition experiments. Finally in Chapter VI there are presented and discussed the results of experiments. In Chapter VII several conclusions are presented and discussed.
Evaluation of Methods to Combine Different Speech Recognizers

II. FOREIGN LANGUAGE RECOGNIZERS ADAPTATION
For the evaluation purposes we decided to use one native 1 (Lithuanian) and several foreign language recognizers. Among foreign language recognizers we used Russian 2 , English 3 and two German 4 language open source speech recognizers. The adaptation procedure will be described as follows. First of all foreign speech recognizers were adapted to recognize Lithuanian commands. Adaptation was done by using formal rules method [5] . All Lithuanian commands, that were collected in this corpus, where transcribed by using foreign language phonemes. By using formal rules method a set of transcription rules were created. The structure of rules was as follows: left context; current letter; right context and list of phonetic units. This list represents foreign language sound that best matches current letter with left and right contexts. If left or right context of the rule can be any, then symbol '*' was used. In this way the new written form of Lithuanian voice command was obtained. Some of the transcribing rules are listed in Table I . recognition engines by using neural networks algorithms [4] . Results in earlier studies showed, that this method increased speech recognition accuracy by almost 5% compared with the best results of single recognizer. As the next step we decided to evaluate other methods and to see how efficient they could be for combining different speech recognizers. We selected five methods which we think are quite good for this task: k-Nearest neighbors (KNN), Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA), Logistic Regression (LR) and maximum likelihood (ML). These methods were selected because of their efficiency and well studied properties.
IV. HYBRID SPEECH RECOGNITION PROTOTYPE
For evaluation of the selected methods hybrid speech recognition system prototype was developed. Python programming language was used for its development. Block diagram of such system is showed in Fig. 1 . As could be seen in the prototype, voice command is passed to all speech recognizers in parallel. After that, all recognizers produces output. Output of the recognizer is the hypothesis: score of how well audio signal matches the acoustic model [8] . This hypothesis score is passed to classification algorithm and it makes final decision.
To develop speech recognizers, PocketSphinx toolkit was used. PocketSphinx is a lightweight speech recognition engine, specifically tuned for handheld and mobile devices, though it works equally well on the desktop computers and notebooks. It is distributed under the same permissive license as Sphinx toolkit itself. Algorithmically this is hidden Markov model based speech recognition framework, which provides simple way for creating custom speech recognition systems [8] .
For the quicker classification methods realization, we used scikit-learn library [9] . Scikit-learn is an open source machine learning library for the Python programming language. It realizes various classifications, regression and clustering algorithms including support vector machines, logistic regression, naive Bayes, random forests, gradient boosting, k-means and is designed to interoperate with the Python numerical and scientific libraries NumPy and SciPy [9] .
V. SPEECH CORPUS
A speech corpus of 25 drug names and 25 names of dis-
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eases was used. Speech commands, collected in the corpus, are shown in the Table II . Speech corpus, used in the experiments, was gathered by recording speech of 12 people (5 female and 7 male). Each of these speakers pronounced each command name 20 times at sampling rate 16 kHz in a single session. So, every command was pronounced for 240 times. Vocabulary of all commands used in this experiment is listed in Table II. It should be noted, that the corpus, used in these experiments, is the part of the bigger medical terms Lithuanian speech corpus. The selection of this particular set of voice commands was based on the fact, that 25 commands were those voice commands, which resulted in the highest number of recognition errors using proprietary Lithuanian speech recognizer, while the additional 25 commands were selected randomly.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF DIFFERENT SPEECH RECOGNIZERS COMBINATION METHODS
For the evaluation of methods, we used the developed prototype and described speech corpus. All acoustic models used in the recognition experiments were derived without the use of the speech corpus presented in Chapter V. So the recognition experiments were performed in speaker independent mode. Default PocketSphinx configuration was used for evaluation.
First of all, single recognizers were tested using obtained recordings. Recognition results are shown in Table III . Best results were obtained using German recognizer from voxforge repository. Other recognizers, such as Lithuanian and English (voxforge), showed similar recognition accuracy too. Accuracy of other recognizers was above 80 %, but lower than above mentioned recognizers.
Before the experiments, we thought that Russian recognizer will be one of the best, because Russian language and Lithuanian language have a lot similar sounds, but as results shows, our guess failed.
Later all the selected speech recognizers combination methods were trained using obtained recordings. 168 recordings were used for training and 72 recordings for testing. After training, selected methods accuracy was evaluated. The obtained results are presented in the Table IV . Results shows, that three methods (k-Nearest neighbors (11), k-Nearest neighbors (21) and maximum likelihood) can't be used for speech recognition engine combination, because obtained accuracy is lower than best single recognizer. Other methods are suitable for speech recognizers combination. Best results (98.16 %) were acquired, when kNearest neighbors (15) method was used. It is very interesting, that such a simple classifier as k-Nearest neighbors generated the best results. We think that it is because of data used to evaluate selected classification methods. As we know, k-Nearest neighbors classifier requires a small amount of training data to estimate the necessary parameters. We are planning to increase number of data used for classification methods evaluation and repeat experiments to see if our guess is right. Detailed commands recognition accuracy is displayed in Table V (results were rounded to fine integer values). We calculated average accuracy of every command and results showed, that almost 58 % of all commands are recognized with 95 -100 % accuracy, 22 % with 90 -95 % accuracy, 14 % with 80 -90 % accuracy and 6 % of all commands are recognized with 40 -80 % accuracy.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The results of our experiments showed, that it could be reasonable to use k-Nearest neighbors (15) or Quadratic Discriminant Analysis methods to combine different speech recognizers using open source PocketSphynx based recognizers. Comparing with the best single recognizer and the best combined speech recognizers, average error was decreased by 7.78 %. In some cases, even bigger increase of recognition accuracy has been observed.
Foreign language speech recognition adaptation shows, that English, German, Russian recognizers could be quite good adapted for Lithuanian voice commands recognition.
One of the interesting areas for further research could be investigation of how different acoustic models from different language could be used to recognize the same Lithuanian voice command.
In the future, we are planning to increase recognition accuracy by finding better transcriptions to recognize Lithuanian commands using foreign languages speech engines. Also, it is necessary to increase size of the vocabulary used in the experiments. Especially important is to increase the variety of the phonetic elements used in the adaptation process.
